How will your story unfold?

swinburne.edu.au/film
Film and television

Upgrade your filmmaking skills, learn from experienced professionals, and get the chance to participate in prestigious film festivals around the world.

Apply now and join the next gen of esteemed alumni, such as Gillian Armstrong and Andrew Dominik, who chose Swinburne to kick-start their careers.

Swinburne Film School offers qualifications from certificate through to advanced diploma and bachelor degree. Clear pathways progress from one qualification to the next, as outlined below, allowing your studies to evolve as opportunities develop.

Guaranteed real industry experience

Real industry experience is guaranteed in all Swinburne bachelor degrees that commence in 2021 and beyond. With our Work Integrated Learning program, learning is more than just reading, it’s doing. Start building your résumé with placements, internships and industry-linked projects while you study.

swinburne.edu.au/workintegratedlearning

---

/1
Certificate IV in Screen and Media (CUA41215)

/2
Diploma of Screen and Media – Animation (CUA51015)
Diploma of Screen and Media – Film and Television (CUA51015)

/3
Advanced Diploma of Screen and Media – Animation (CUA60615)
Advanced Diploma of Screen and Media – Film and Television (CUA60615)

Bachelor of Animation
Bachelor of Film and Television (Honours)*
Bachelor of Screen Production

*Conditional on the number of places available each year.